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Abstract Currently, the service robot market mainly consists of floor cleaning and
lawn mowing robots. While some cleaning robots already feature SLAM technology
for the constrained indoor application, autonomous lawn mowers typically use an
electric wire for boundary definition and homing towards to charging station. An
intermediate step towards SLAM for mowers is mapping of the boundary wire. In
this work, we analyze three types of approaches for estimating the boundary of the
working area of an autonomous mower: GNSS, visual odometry, and wheel-yaw
odometry. We extended the latter with orientation loop closure, which gives the best
overall result in estimating the metric shape of the boundary.

1 Introduction
Autonomous lawn mowers are on the verge of a major market in the lawn and garden
segment. The segment is still small with an installation volume of 103k units in
2015 [8]. However, the market for autonomous mowers is growing quickly (25%
in 2015 [8]), mostly because the robot mowers increase their owner’s leisure time,
while maintaining good cutting results.
Currently, autonomous vacuum cleaning robots [3, 6, 16] and autonomous lawn
mowers [9, 3] are the most promising entry points for robots at home. While highend research robots for household tasks are typically too expensive and not robust
enough for 24/7 application, autonomous vacuum cleaning and autonomous lawn
mowers have become a robust and stable platform. For vacuum cleaners, there is
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an active research especially for vision SLAM [10, 11, 12]. However, autonomous
lawn mowers still lack intelligent functions known from state of the art research
like mapping, object recognition, obstacle avoidance, localization, dynamic path
planning or speech recognition.
Almost all autonomous lawn mowers use a boundary wire emitting an electromagnetic signal for limiting the working area and for homing to the charging station.
Typically, robotic lawn mowers move randomly within the boundary wire. Such a
system is simple and reliable and does not require localization during operation.
However, finding the charging station, for example, requires searching and following the wire. Direct navigation to the charging station would obviously be more
efficient.
In this work, we compare different sensors and methods for estimating a boundary wire map (see Fig. 2), which is an intermediate step towards localization. Given
a map as produced by our approach, and measurement of wire signals, localization
is a much easier problem than full SLAM, e.g. using Particle Filtering [18]. Localization is the basis for more intelligent behavior of the robot mower, like direct start
(move from the base station directly to a user defined position), direct home (directly
move to the base station without following the wire), or mowed area bookkeeping
(mower keeps track of mowing time in certain zones like front yard).

2 Related Work
Publications specifically on autonomous lawn mowers are scarce. In [20, 21] an
omni-directional position estimation system for an autonomous lawn mower was
introduced. The authors used an off-the-shelf robotic mower and extended it with
an omni-camera and an additional compute unit. In their latest work [21] the equipment was nicely integrated in a near-product fashion. Unfortunately, the outdoor
results were not compared with state of the art approaches. Another example for
localization on a lawn mower uses odometry, a gyroscope, and an additional RFID
system [13]. While detection of the RFID tags can compensate for drift, this system
requires additional infrastructure in the garden.
Besides the few mower-specific work there is a large base of research on outdoor
navigation. In the automotive domain, the online KITTI benchmark [7] has become
a standard tool for the comparison of state of the art visual odometry (VO) methods.
The different approaches are evaluated against ground truth trajectories generated by
a fusion of GPS and IMU data. In contrast to the KITTI VO benchmark, our focus is
on the robot navigation in garden environments which have a different characteristic.
Odometry accumulates drift, which can be corrected by external measurements,
such as visual outdoor localization. The robustness of visual localization depends
on invariance against appearance changes on different time scales (e.g. lighting,
weather, seasons). Popular local descriptors like SIFT and SURF are prone to fail in
these conditions [19]. However, recently there has been increased interest to develop
long-term robustness for visual localization (e.g., [17, 14]).
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In this publication, we concentrate specifically on garden environments, which
are typically relatively small and with poor GNSS reception. Our test gardens were
equipped with border wires that allowed method comparisons under precise path
repetitions. While camera-based systems have high potentials, we will show that
a low-cost wheel odometry system can be competitive or better in these specific
settings.

3 Approach
As explained above our target is to accurately estimate the garden layout. Our idea
is to let the autonomous mower follow the wire while recording sensor data.

3.1 GNSS
Global navigation satellite systems (GNSS) like GPS can be an easy out-of-thebox solution for many localization problems. However, GNSS localization quality
strongly depends on the visibility of satellites. At least four satellites must be visible simultaneously in order to compute the receiver’s location. Localization quality
also depends on the angular distribution of satellites in the sky, and it can strongly
decrease if signals are not received directly but as reflections from nearby objects.
Thus, the operating conditions for GNSS in a typical garden environment can be
extremely bad, given that trees and buildings often shadow or reflect the direct lineof-sight. We considered three improvements for the accuracy: RTK, an additional
base station for differential mode, and IMU integration.
In April 2016 we commissioned a study from the institute of Physical and Satellite Geodesy at Technical University Darmstadt for one of our test gardens to compare a high-end reference GNSS system with a low-cost system. The high-end system was based on two Novatel ProPak-V3 and the cheap system on one u-blox
ANTARIS AEK-4T. Average accuracy of the reference system in this garden was
just below 0.5m, while the u-blox ANTARIS AEK-4T often yielded position errors
more than 2 magnitudes higher. Only after the end of the study in April 2016, the
new cm-precision low-cost differential RTK system u-blox C94M8P became available. We found that this system outperformed the reference system of the earlier
study. Hence, we only show results for the new u-blox system.

3.2 Wheel Odometry
In general, the movement of an autonomous lawn mower is described by differential drive kinematics [5]. This means autonomous lawn mowers typically have two
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independent drive wheels located on one axis. Using the principle of instantaneous
center of curvature the movement of the mower system can be computed from just
the velocities of the two wheels:
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In these equations vl and vr are the left and right wheel velocity, respectively. The
distance along the axis between the two wheels is l. The actual wheel velocities are
calculated from the wheel turning rates.
It is well known that the wheel odometry heavily suffers from wheel slip which
is in particular true for autonomous lawn mowers as grass tends to be slippery when
wet. Hence, in addition to the wheel rate, we also record the yaw sensor data of
the autonomous lawn mower. Since the orientation estimation in the differential
drive equation (1) is independent of the position estimation, the computed orientation changes ∆ θ can be replaced by measured orientation changes ∆ θyaw . In the
remainder, we will refer to this as yaw sensor enhanced wheel odometry (yWO).
Unfortunately, the standard differential drive kinematics are defined for 2D
movements. However, not all gardens are flat. Thus, we additionally record data
from the mower’s accelerometer. Please note that in Europe autonomous mowers
require to have a tilt sensor in order to automatically switch off the mowing blades
in case of a turn over. Typically, this tilt sensor is an accelerometer. Using this data
it is possible to rotate the 2D movement computed by means of the differential drive
equation (1) in 3D such that actually 3D movements can be estimated.

3.3 Visual Odometry
Simply put, visual odometry (VO) is odometry estimation using cameras. The basic
idea is to use the apparent image motion in order to derive the movement of the
camera. In the single camera case the estimation struggles with a scale problem, i.e.
the algorithms have to estimate metric distances by clever assumptions and integration over time. Using stereo cameras, this problem is directly solved by available
depth information. We decided to concentrate on VO based on stereo cameras as the
correct metrics are very crucial for our boundary wire estimation target.
We use two different VO approaches in this work: the stereo version of ORBSLAM [15] and NOTF [4]. ORB-SLAM is a full blown algorithm for simultaneous
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localization and mapping. VO is just one piece in this complex algorithm. ORBSLAM also encompasses a key-frame based pose graph construction, local and
global refinements using bundle adjustment, 3D map building and place recognition. For our needs mainly the estimated camera path is interesting, however, the
other parts of the algorithm indirectly contribute to this path estimation thereby potentially improving it.
In contrast to ORB-SLAM, NOTF is a pure VO algorithm. It does neither involve any kind of temporal filtering like bundle adjustment nor does it build up a
map of the environment. Essentially, NOTF is a simple frame by frame estimation
framework. Nevertheless, it ranks very high in the KITTI benchmark [7]. Due to
its concentration on pure VO and simple nature but high performance on KITTI we
decided to include NOTF in our comparison.

3.4 Weighted Loop Closure
Position estimated by wheel odometry or visual odometry both drift over time due
to error accumulation in the single movement estimation steps. Full blown SLAM
algorithms like ORB-SLAM tackle this problem by relocalization using features
stored along with the map data. Once a position is detected as being revisited, a
loop closure is done. The idea of loop closing is to realign the position estimates
between the two visits of the same point such that the estimated position of the two
visits is the same. This leads to a strong improvement of the position estimation for
visual SLAM methods compared to pure VO methods. For wheel odometry this is
more difficult as the detection of revisiting the same position is very difficult without
additional data as from a camera.
The situation in our scenario of boundary wire layout estimation is more favorable. Since the autonomous lawn mower starts and ends in the base station the start
and end point are known to be the same. This makes it possible to also compute a
loop closure for the wheel odometry.
The naı̈ve approach for loop closing (LC) is to distribute the position error
equally to all n estimated positions p = (x, y) within the loop:
perr = pend − pstart
1
∆ pcorr
= ∆ pi − perr
i
n

(4)
(5)

In our experiments, we found this correction to work but having some issues especially at points where the position of the mower does not change much, e.g. during
turning or standing at the base station. Hence, we propose a weighted error distribution based on the movement distance:
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di = |pi − pi+1 |2
dall =

∑ di

(6)
(7)

i

∆ pcorr
= ∆ pi −
i

di
perr
dall

(8)

We dubbed this technique weighted position loop closure (wPLC). The advantage of
wPLC is a better handling of minor movements and especially of periods of standstill which in the naı̈ve equal distribution lead to a generated drift where actually no
movement takes place.
Another advantage of the base station is that, for charging, the mower needs to
stand in a defined orientation in the base station. We use this property to also apply an orientation loop closure as we know that the start and end orientation of the
mower should also be the same. Similar to wPLC we propose to weight the correction of the error. For the orientations we use the absolute rotation as weighting:

θerr = θend − θstart
θall = ∑ |∆ θi |

(9)
(10)

i

∆ θicorr = ∆ θi −

|∆ θi |
θerr
θall

(11)

We refer to the combined application of weighted orientation and weighted position loop closure as wOPLC. Since the rotation estimation in the differential drive
equation (1) is independent of the position estimation, it is favorable for the wheel
odometry to first calculate the orientation loop closure and only afterwards calculate
the position loop closure.

4 Results
4.1 Hardware Setup
For recording realistic data we use an off-the-shelf autonomous lawn mower and
extend it with a stereo camera module that also hosts a mass storage for recording
the camera data as well as CAN bus data. Fig. 1 shows the mower with the camera module attached. The module replaces the maintenance lid and thus seamlessly
integrates into the lawn mower body. For stereo image capturing and recording we
use a phyFLEX-i.MX6 (Fig. 1, right image, top board), with an industrial grade
Freescale i.MX6 quad-core processor running Linux OS, manufactured by Phytec
Messtechnik GmbH (Mainz, Germany). The reason for the industrial grade is the
expected high burden on the electronics due to heat and moisture in the garden environment. Especially, in high summer heat can be a major issue as active cooling is
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(b) Embedded Board

Fig. 1 (b) Autonomous lawn mower with camera module for image capturing and data recording.
(b) Internal embedded board phyFLEX-i.MX6 on top of a base board providing interfaces to the
cameras and the mower CAN.

not possible because the cut grass snippets would clog the air intake or the fan after
a short time.
For seamless integration of the computing board with the autonomous lawn
mower, we use a custom base board (Fig. 1, right image, bottom board also by
Phytec) that provides a CAN interface to the phyFLEX-i.MX6 board and that allows a direct connection to the battery power line of the autonomous mower. The
overall power consumption of the whole module is 5-7W, and the direct connection
to the mower power line allows a fully autonomous operation of our prototype as
the mower recharges autonomously without user interaction.
To capture stereo images we use two Phytec camera boards that feature an Aptina
MT9V024 automotive CMOS chip with a resolution of 752x480 pixels and global
shutter at 20Hz.

4.2 Test Setup
Our primary target is to achieve a good estimation of the outline of the garden shape
the autonomous mower is working in. The idea is to let the autonomous mower
drive along the boundary wire (in “border cutting mode”) and simultaneously record
sensor data for estimating the position of movement of the mower. As explained in
Section 3, we compare three different methods: wheel odometry, visual odometry
and RTK-GPS.
In order to be able to compare the methods, we need representative test gardens
and ground truth position data of the boundary wire. To this end, we selected five
different gardens in the Frankfurt area that had already an autonomous lawn mower
(and accordingly a boundary wire) installed. Fig. 2 shows aerial images of the five
selected test gardens. We tried to have test gardens of different size and shape but
also of different GNSS occlusion in order to get representative measures for all
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(a) Garden 1

(b) Garden 2

(d) Garden 4

(c) Garden 3

(e) Garden 5

Fig. 2 Aerial images of the five test gardens with the boundary wire layout in white.

methods. Furthermore, by selecting gardens with already installed mower and wire
we made sure that the wire was placed without being biased by our experiment.
For ground truth generation of the boundary wire layout we had a land surveyor
measure the exact position of the wire. We manually marked between 16 and 183
positions on the wire using pegs. In curves we put more pegs than on the straights in
order to get a good approximation of the continuous shape of the wire. The position
of the pegs were then accurately measured by the land surveyor with a theodolite.
The origin of the local position coordinate system was put in the center of the base
station and the orientation of the coordinate system was aligned with the heading
of the base station (the direction the mower has to enter for charging). Fig. 3 shows
the ground truth layout of all five test gardens as determined by the land surveyor.
As can be seen, the size of the gardens varies from 88m2 to 4072m2 and the shape
encompass elongated and roundish structures. The length of the wire ranges from
38m in the smallest garden to 348m in the largest garden.
The error of the ground truth accuracy is governed by two things. Firstly, it depends on the accuracy of the actual measurement with the theodolite, which is very
high (<1cm). Secondly, there is an error introduced by placing the pegs. Since in
some gardens the wire was buried the placing error is about 3cm as we had to use the
mowers internal wire sensor for locating the wire in these cases. Thus, in summary
the maximum position error of the ground truth boundary wire layout is 4cm.
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Fig. 3 Boundary wire layout in the five test gardens, as determined by the land surveyor.

4.3 Results
In each of the five test gardens we did three types of recordings. Firstly, we recorded
wheel rate, yaw sensor and accelerometer data for the wheel odometry. This was
done by reading the CAN data from the mower, i.e. we used the internal sensor
data of the off-the-shelf mower. The recording rate from the CAN bus was 10Hz.
Secondly, we recorded stereo image data for the visual odometry with the Phytec
stereo camera. The resolution of the cameras is 752x480 pixels and the images were
recorded with 20Hz. Thirdly, we recorded GPS data with the RTK-GPS system,
which was just mounted to the top of the autonomous lawn mower. The recording
rate was set to 1Hz. Please note that the three types of recording were done in
separate runs.
For measuring the accuracy of the different methods we compare the estimated
trajectory of the mower driving along the boundary wire to the ground truth data.
Although we normalized the ground truth data in position and direction according
to the position and direction of the base station, we realized that there are minor
differences in orientation of the mower when standing in the base station. These
minor orientation differences can amount to gross position differences in the large
gardens. To tackle this problem, we apply an Iterative Closest Point algorithm (ICP)
[2, 1] for all methods between the estimated trajectory and the ground truth wire
layout prior to the error calculation. Note that this has no influence on the goal of
our evaluation as we are only interested in the shape of the layout and not its correct
global position and orientation.
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The actual computation of the accuracy is based on point to line distances. Given
a trajectory, output by on one of the evaluated methods, we first compute the minimal point to line distance for each trajectory point to the polylines of the ground
truth data. We then compute the average minimal point to line distance for all points
of the ground truth to the polyline of the trajectory. Finally, we take the maximum of
both measures. In the discussion below we will just refer to this measure as average
distance.
Table 1 Comparison of visual odometry methods ORB-SLAM and NOTF; plain wheel odometry
(WO), yaw sensor enhanced WO with standard loop closure (yWO+LC) and yaw sensor enhanced
WO with our proposed weighted orientation and position loop closure (wOPLC); as well as RTKGPS with altitude information and without. The table entries are average distances between the
boundary wire layout estimated by the evaluated methods and the ground truth data. Gardens 1-5
correspond to the gardens seen in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3.

method
ORB SLAM
ORB SLAM
w/o global BA
NOTF+wPLC
RTK-GPS
RTK-GPS
w/o altitude
WO
yWO+LC
yWO + wOPLC

garden 1
38m
88m2

garden 2
56m
158m2

garden 3
183m
494m2

garden 4
190m
478m2

garden 5
348m
4072m2

avg.
error

0.26m

0.13m

0.38m

0.91m

1.14m

0.56m

0.28m

0.21m

0.33m

2.37m

0.95m

0.83m

0.22m
0.61m

0.20m
0.57m

0.47m
3.90m

1.46m
1.65m

1.45m
0.20m

0.76m
1.39m

0.18m

0.33m

0.68m

0.82m

0.24m

0.45m

2.72m
0.20m
0.19m

1.38m
0.15m
0.15m

4.19m
0.76m
0.38m

2.84m
0.45m
0.24m

12.57m
4.08m
0.85m

4.74m
1.13m
0.36m

The results of the comparison for all evaluated methods (ORB-SLAM, NOTF,
WO and RTK-GPS) are summarized in Table 1. For ORB-SLAM we tested two different variants, the original ORB-SLAM and ORB-SLAM with deactivated global
bundle adjustment (BA). Since ORB-SLAM is doing a loop closure and a global
BA upon loop detection, we analyzed how much the additional BA is contributing.
From the results it can be seen that the additional BA has only a major influence
in garden 4. The reason for this is that garden 4 posed a particular difficult setting for
the visual odometry. The boundary wire in garden 4 was very close to some bushes,
leading to heavy occlusion as the mower drives so close that the camera touches the
leaves of the bushes (see Fig. 4a). This of course leads to high estimation errors. As
the result in Table 1 shows both NOTF and ORB-SLAM without global BA have
a very high error in garden 4. BA significantly reduces the error for ORB-SLAM
from 2.37m to 0.91m because the global BA can recover gross misestimations of
key frame positions if the surrounding key frames have a good position estimation. Another problem encountered mainly in garden 4 were heavy sun glares (see
Fig. 4b). Similar to the occlusions the sun glares lead to wrong feature movements
which lead to failure in camera motion estimation.
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(b) Sun Glare

Fig. 4 Encountered issues with the visual odometry. (a) Occlusion in camera view when the mower
drives close to a bush in garden 4. (b) Heavy sun glare caused by direct sun.

It is interesting to see that given its simple nature, NOTF is not much worse than
ORB SLAM. This means that the internal map building does not yield much more
information for the visual odometry than the selection strategy of feature points in
NOTF. This is in line with the observations in [4] that even without temporal filtering
and map building a high accuracy of VO can be achieved. It should be noted though
that we extended the NOTF algorithm with our proposed weighted position loop
closure (wPLC) and that the results presented here might not generalize to other
application areas where loop detection is not straightforward.
Next we evaluated the RTK-GPS system. The obvious advantage of GPS is that
it does not drift with time. However, it is strongly influenced by the 3D layout of the
environment. High structures like buildings or trees block the view to some satellites, which reduces the position accuracy. This is directly reflected in the accuracy
of the boundary wire layout estimation. Garden 5 has no higher structures which
leads to a very high accuracy of 0.2m. Gardens 1 and 2 have only some obstruction while gardens 3 and 4 have many high structures leading to some areas in the
garden where position estimation is extremely difficult. Looking at the actual position estimations reveals that the error for RTK-GPS is mainly in the altitude, i.e. the
height estimates are very noisy. Thus, we also calculated the average distance for the
RTK-GPS with a fixed height (starting height). This leads to a major improvement
in almost all gardens.
The last three entries in Table 1 show our results with plain wheel odometry
(WO), yaw sensor enhanced WO with standard loop closure (yWO+LC) and yaw
sensor enhanced WO with our proposed weighted orientation and position loop closure (yWO+wOPLC). As expected the results with plain WO are not very accurate,
mainly due to wheel slip. Using additional yaw sensor data and standard loop closing strongly improves the estimations as the orientation estimation is not influenced
by wheel slip anymore. However, in the larger gardens 3-5 the drift of the yaw sensor has a significant impact on the overall accuracy. A visual comparison of the three
different WO methods is shown with the resulting maps of garden 5 in Fig. 5.
In the end, we achieved the best overall results with our proposed wOPLC
method applied on the yaw sensor enhanced wheel odometry (yWO), which was
surprising to us. The evaluation demonstrates that our proposed wOPLC is very
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Fig. 5 Comparison of plain wheel odometry (WO), yaw sensor enhanced WO with standard loop
closure (yWO+LC) and yaw sensor enhanced WO with our proposed weighted orientation and
position loop closure (wOPLC) on the data of garden 5. The blue line is the ground truth layout.

capable of correcting the drift error. Of course the error still increases with driven
distance as the higher average layout distance in garden 5 indicates. Nevertheless, it
shows that todays autonomous lawn mowers could build a map of the boundary wire
with just their internal sensors which opens the way to many functions improving
the efficiency and perceived intelligence of the autonomous lawn mowers.
Fig. 6 shows the trajectories estimated by yWO+wOPLC for all test gardens.
The plots show the high similarity between the layout estimated by yWO+wOPLC
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Fig. 6 Results for our proposed yWO+wOPLC method for all five test gardens overlayed with
ground truth (GT) layout measured by the land surveyor.

trajectories and the ground truth boundary wire layout. In all gardens a small arc
is visible close to the origin of the coordinate system that deviates from the ground
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truth. This is the location of the base station and the arc in the trajectory is caused
by the autonomous lawn mower driving around the base station in order to enter it
from the correct direction (or to reach the wire after exiting the station).

5 Summary
We presented a comparison of visual odometry (VO), wheel odometry (WO) and
RTK-GPS for estimating the layout of the boundary wire of autonomous lawn
mower installations. For the evaluation five test gardens were selected and the wire
was measured by a land surveyor for ground truth position data.
The result of our comparison shows that WO together with our proposed weighted
loop closure shows the best overall results. VO methods struggle with occlusion of
the camera when the mower comes very close to objects like bushes, and with heavy
sun glare in certain conditions. Furthermore, VO methods would require artificial
lighting in night time operation. RTK-GPS also showed good results when only few
high structures are located near the garden. Otherwise the accuracy is lower than
VO or WO. In particular the altitude is very noisy and not suitable to estimate the
slopes in most gardens.
The good performance of WO may be surprising but also means that current offthe-shelf mowers are capable to estimate a boundary wire map with their already
equipped internal sensors. Such maps make localization feasible, which in turn
opens the way to intelligent functions like automatic start point definition, mowing schedule optimization, direct homing or mowed area bookkeeping.
In the future, we want to investigate the possibility to fuse multiple wire following trajectories in order to improve the accuracy. Also a fusion of the different
methods has the potential for canceling out respective weaknesses. In particular, the
fusion of the WO with GPS would allow a map with global position data, which
in turn would help facilitate the localization of the lawn mower within the garden,
especially after a user intervention.
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